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Frank Donnelly was the Geospatial Data Librarian at Baruch CUNY from Sept 2007 to Jan 2021, where he created and administered geospatial data services within the Newman Library. His major initiatives 
included: the creation of the GIS Practicum workshop and manual, the creation of the NYC Geodatabase, the adoption of open source GIS at the college, the creation and expansion of the Baruch Geoportal, 
and the administration of the GIS Lab. His book,  was published by SAGE Publications in 2020. He has written several papers on population data for Exploring the U.S. Census: Your Guide to America's Data
the Weissman Center for International Business and was an affiliate of the CUNY Institute for Demographic Research. Frank holds an MLIS from the University of Washington and an MA in Geography from 
the University of Toronto. He became the new GIS and Data Librarian at Brown University in Feb 2021.

Ryan Lennon was an IT Assistant in GIS Data Services from Oct 2018 to June 2020. While working in the lab, Ryan wrote a new tutorial for working with rasters in QGIS, provided teaching assistance with the 
GIS Practicum and several other workshops, and wrote several scripts that aid our workflows for the NYC Geodatabase and testing updates to our internal PostgreSQL server. He will receive an M.S. in 
Geoinformatics from Hunter College CUNY in 2020, and he currently works for the NYC Parks Department.

Chris Kim was an IT Assistant in GIS Data Services from Mar 2019 to June 2019. While working in the lab, Chris updated the CUNY campus facilities layers and wrote tutorials on Carto and ESRI Story Maps. 
She received her Master's in GIS at Lehman College CUNY in 2019. She works for the NY Historical Society as a teacher.

Abigail Andrews was an IT Assistant in GIS Data Services from Oct 2018 to Jan 2019. While working in the lab, Abigail created updates for the NYC real estate database, wrote a tutorial for the new NYC 
Census Factfinder, and provided assistance with testing updates to our internal PostgreSQL database server. Abigail is finishing her senior year in Environmental Policy at Barnard College of Columbia 
University. She plans to pursue a PhD.

Janine Billadello was a College Assistant in Data Services from Sept 2015 to June 2018. While working in the lab, Janine created updates for the NYC Mass Transit Spatial Layers series, wrote a tutorial for the 
Social Explorer, provided teaching assistance with the GIS Practicum, and created our IRS state to state and county to county migration databases. Janine managed the lab while Frank was away on fellowship 
leave for 2017-18. She is currently a graduate student in the PhD program in Anthropology and Archaeology at the CUNY Graduate Center, and has completed the GIS certificate program at Hunter College 
CUNY. She specializes in pre-Mayan Mesoamerican archaeology and is working on her dissertation. She has a BA in Anthropology from Drew University.

Anastasia Clark was a College Assistant in Data Services from Sept 2015 to June 2017. While working in the lab, Anastasia created the NYC Geocoded Real Estate Sales dataset, wrote tutorials for the NYC 
Census Factfinder and the Census Geocoder, and provided teaching assistance with the GIS Practicum. She also rewrote our Python scripts for processing the NYC Mass Transit layers and wrote a number of 
programs to support our workflows. She received her Master's in GIS at Lehman College CUNY in 2016 and started working for the NYPD as a crime analyst in Aug 2017.

Araby Smyth was a College Assistant in Data Services from Sept 2014 to June 2015. While working in the lab, Araby created metadata for the NYC Geodatabase and NYC Mass Transit Spatial Layers series, 
created datasets for historical population centroids for the US and for CUNY campus properties and buildings and provided teaching assistance with the GIS Practicum. Araby earned an MA in Geography and 
a GIS certificate from Hunter College CUNY in 2015. She entered the PhD program in Geography at the University of Kentucky in Fall 2015.

Josiah Wahlrab was a College Assistant in Data Services from Mar to May 2015. While working in the lab, Josiah contributed to transforming the MTA's transit data into generalized spatial layers and provided 
teaching assistance with the GIS Practicum. Josiah earned a GIS certificate from Hunter College CUNY in 2015 and holds a BA in History from Miami University (Ohio).

Rachel Weinberg was a College Assistant in Data Services from Sept 2014 to Feb 2015. While working in the lab, Rachel created metadata for the NYC Geodatabase, built an automated process for 
transforming the MTA's transit data into spatial data, and provided teaching  assistance with the GIS Practicum. Rachel earned a GIS certificate from Hunter College CUNY in 2014 and holds a BS in Animal 
Science from Rutgers. After graduation she worked for a number of non-profit organizations and currently works for Human Rights Watch.

Joe Paccione was a College Assistant in Data Services from Oct 2013 to June 2014. While working in the lab, Joe created updated PUMA maps for NYC based on 2010 Census boundaries, wrote a tutorial for 
using raster data in QGIS, and provided assistance with the GIS Practicum. Joe earned an MS in GIS from Lehman College CUNY in 2014.
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